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Garnet Publishing Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, How Idioms Work: Resource Book (Student Manual/Study
Guide), Yvonne Clarke, Martin Jones, How Idioms Work How
Idioms Work is designed for adult learners of English who,
despite a good grasp of English, find idiomatic language in their
workplace or university confusing or incomprehensible. This
fully photocopiable Resource Book provides clear, literal
representations of high-frequency idioms chosen specifically for
their lexical value in the world today. Ten eight-page sections
comprise activity cards, definitions, reading consolidation (using
semi-authentic newspaper articles) and revision activities. It also
includes teacher tips and recommendations, 20 suggested
activity types, an answer key and templates for devising furhter
activity cards. How Idioms Work is ideal for complementing any
skills-based lessons, as well as a general filler to add fun and
variety to teaching. Each section of photocopiable pages is
organized as follows: * a summary of the idioms being covered *
illustrations of the idioms * written idioms * definitions of the
idioms * newspaper articles with idioms in use * revision
exercises and a talking point. Key Features * High-frequency
idioms chosen specifically for their lexical value in the workplace
* Vivid illustrations show literal representation of idioms...
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This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again
again in the future. Its been printed in an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only a er i finished reading this
publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andr es B a shir ia n-- Andr es B a shir ia n

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading
through. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- La cy Goldner-- La cy Goldner
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